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Is Lafayette paradise, or the next Paradise?
Last week we all received this
Lamorinda Residents Guide to
Wildfire Preparedness and
Evacuation in the mail, reminding
us that: “Six of the 20 largest fires
in California’s recorded history
have burned in the last five years,
and 10 of California’s most
destructive wildfires have occurred
since 2015.” Increased danger from
firestorms is most acute at
wildland-urban interfaces – what
we all used to call semi-rural
neighborhoods. In size, extensive
open space and limited
infrastructure, Lafayette shares
many vulnerabilities with Paradise
CA, before Paradise was flattened
by last year’s Camp Fire.

The proposed Terraces of Lafayette would
compromise public safety.
By further exacerbating traffic congestion around Deer Hill and Pleasant
Hill Roads, the proposed 315-apartment Terraces of Lafayette would
create significant unmitigatable health and safety hazards to our
community. Lafayette must therefore require a rigorous Supplemental
Environmental Impact Report on the Terraces, completed by a qualified
consultancy of the City’s choosing and subject to formal public review and
comment. Instead the developer, O’Brien Land, has preemptively
commissioned, from its own picked and paid consultants, an Addendum
EIR, which is meant for “minor” corrections and avoids the public comment
requirement. O’Brien’s Addendum relies on traffic data gathered in 2009,
and somehow neglects to mention the fact that the 22-acre Deer Hill
parcel was designated a Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone, by ordinance
of the City Council, in 2013. Cramming in 315 apartments, 672 parking
spaces and multiple large multi-story buildings at a chokepoint
intersection in a Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone is just poor
planning. If a major fire event should occur in Lafayette, every household
along the Pleasant Hill Road corridor would face potentially deadly delays
in evacuation time and first responder access time.

Our City Council must
insist on thorough,
independent and current
analysis before
considering any
application for the
Terraces.

Traffic safety IS fire safety.
Lafayette’s founders designed a small, self-sufficient City
with a one-street downtown surrounded by mostly lowdensity residential neighborhoods. They could not have
anticipated 21st century political demand for highdensity housing, or the current elevated risk of fastmoving firestorms. Consequently Lafayette has few
arterial streets and many narrow windy roads, serving
thousands of homes along urban-wildlife interfaces.
Whatever impedes first responder access and swift
evacuation in the event of wildfire, imperils our homes,
our families and our neighbors.

Please email
cityhall@lovelafayette.org, and cc
contact@savelafayette.org, to add
your voice to those demanding
sensible development that doesn’t
make our precarious fire situation
worse. For more information please
visit us online at savelafayette.org.

Save Lafayette is a
nonprofit group of
volunteers reliant on
donated funds.
O’Brien Land can outspend us by
orders of magnitude. If you’re
able to help financially, please
send your check payable to Save
Lafayette, 3220 Ronino Way,
Lafayette CA 94549.

